Detection of Pseudomonas aeruginosa using a wireless magnetoelastic sensing device.
This paper describes the real-time quantification of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeru) concentrations using a wireless magnetoelastic sensing device. The sensor is fabricated by coating a magnetoelastic ribbon with a polyurethane protecting film. In response to an externally applied time varying magnetic field, the magnetoelastic sensor vibrates at a resonance frequency that can be remotely determined by monitoring the magnetic flux emitted by the sensor. The resonance frequency changes in response to properties changes of a liquid culture medium and bacteria adhesion to the sensor as P. aeru consumes nutrients from the culture medium in growth and reproduction. The effects of properties (conductivity, viscosity, mass) are investigated with quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), microscopy imaging, and conductivity measurement. Using the described technique we are able to directly quantify P. aeru concentrations of 10(3) to 10(8)cells/ml, with a detection limit of 10(3)cells/ml at a noise level of approximately 20 Hz. The lack of any physical connections between the sensor and the monitoring electronics facilitates aseptic operation, and makes the sensor platform ideally suited for monitoring bacteria from within, for example, sealed food containers.